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Abstract 

In multiple criteria optimization an important reaearch topic ia the topologica.l etructure 
of the aet X. of efficient aolutiona. Of major intereat ia the connectedneu of X., aince 
it would allow the determination of X. without considering non-efficient 1olution1 in the 
proceu. We review genera.l reaulta on the 1ubject, including the connectedness result for 
efficient eolutions in multiple criteria linear programming. Thia result can be used to derive a 
definition of connectedneu for diacrete optimization problema. We preaent a counterexample 
to a previously 1tated result in thia area, namely that the aet of efficient eolutions of the 
ehortest path problem ia connected. We will also 1how that connectedneas doea not hold 
for another important problem in diacrete multiple criteria optimization: the epanning tree 
problem. 

1 General Results 

The general multicriteria optimization problem is 

min /(z) 

s.t. z EX 

where f : .R" - EQ and X s;; E". In the general case .ll.Q is ordered by a cone K (see [11] 
for general results on order1 defined by cones). In multiple criteria optimization the notion of 
optimality is uaually replaced by efficiency, since in general different solution values in IRQ exist 
which can be considered as "best" solutions of the problem in the sense that they cannot be 
improved. z. E X is called efficient solution if (f(ze) - K) n /(X) = {/(z.)}. The set of all 
efficient solutions is denoted by Xe . Most of the research in this area has been devoted to the 
case where K =IR~. Then the ordering defined by K is the componentwise order and Ze EX is 
efficient if there is no z E X such that / 9(z) :$ / 9(z,), q = 1, ... , Q where strict inequality holds 
in at least one case. 
To state a general result on the connectedness of X, we have to introduce the concept of K-com
pactness. A set Y C IRQ is said to be K -compact if (y - K) n Y is compact for all J1 E Y. 

Theorem 1 ([9]) lf K ia ca clo1e4, conve%, pointeJ (i.e. z E K ~ -z ~ K) cone auch that 
int(K) #; 0 and Y =/(X) ia cloaed, conve% and K-compact, then X, i1 connected. 

This result has been generalized in [5] to the case where IR" and IRQ are replaced by locally convex 
spaces. Several authors proved connectedness of X. for special types of functions [10, l]. Also 
several results on the connectedness of the set of wealtly efficient solutions are known [10], where 
Xwe EX is said tobe weakly efficient if (f(z,) - int(K)) n /(X) = 0. 
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In the following we will only conaider the case K = E~. In thia caae eflicient solutiona are often 
called pareto optimal solutiona. We now review the connectednese reault for multiple criteria 
linear programming (MCLP), i.e. the case where X= { z ER!' lz 2:: O, a•z ~ "•· k = 1, ... , n} and 
/(z) = (c1z, ... , cQz), cf ER!'. Obvioualy Theorem 1 immediately implies that X, is connected 
in this special case. We will later uae MCLP to define connectednese in discrete multiple criteria 
optimization. Before the general result of Theorem 1 was known the connectedness result for 
MCLP had been proved by varioua authora [2, 4, 12]. 
The most important solutions in linear programming are basic solutions which correspond to 
vertices of the polyhedral feasible set X, and fundamental solutions which correspond to extreme 
rays of X, if X is unbounded. Let B and F denote the sets of basic feasible and fundamental 
solutions, respectively. Then z!, z~ E X, n B are said to be adjacent if they have m - 1 basic 
variables in common and az! +(1-a)z~ ia efficient for all a E [O, l]. Furthermore z, E B nX and 
ZJ E FnX are said tobe &djacent if z, +ßz1 is efficient for all P 2:: O. Now let B be the index set 
of all efficient basic feasible solutiona and F be the index set of all fundamental solutions which 
are adjacent to an efficient basic feasible solution. The main result in [6) is the following 

Theorem 2 ([6]) Define a graph G =(V, E) br introducing a node for each index in B U F and 
an edge between two node1 i/ the corre1ponding 1olutions are adjacent. Then G is connected. 

Theorem 2 provides the relation between the connectedness of X, in the usual topological sense 
of Theorem 1 and connectedness of the graph of efficient basic solutions, which will be used for 
discrete problems. 

2 Combinatorial Problems 

2.1 The Shortest Path Problem 

The connectedness result for multiple criteria linear programming was uaed in [8] to derive an 
algorithm for finding all efficient paths from node • to node t in a given directed graph G = (V, A). 
This graph-theoretical problem can be formulated as a linear program by 

. ( l Q ) mincz, ... ,c:r; 

{ 

1 i =. 
s.t. :L::Zi; - ~::::Z;i = 0 i 'i {•, t} 

; ; -1 i = t 
The author defines two paths from •tot tobe adjacent if they are contained in two adjacent basic 
feasible solutiona of the above LP. These basic feasible solutiona represent spanning trees of the 
underlying directed graph G. From the algorithm it is concluded that the following result holds: 

Theorem 3 ((8)) Let p, p' 6e two efficient • - t-patha. Then there exist1 a sequence of adjacent 
efficient • - t-path1 (p,p1 1 ••• ,p.,p'). 

In the sense of Theorem 2 this meana that the graph defined by adjacency of efficient s -
t-paths is connected. Although the algorithm is conect the concluaion is not true in general, see 
Theorem 4. 

2.2 The Spanning Tree Problem 

Another important discrete optimization problem ia the spanning tree problem: Given an undirec
ted graph G =(V, E), find min(c1(T), ... , cQ(T)) such that T ia a spanning tree of G. The linear 
programuiing formulation of this problem ia: 
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. ( 1 Q ) nun c z, ... ,c z 

s.t. L':z• = n-1 
•EE 

:L: z, s ISl-1 vscv where E(S) = {e = (i,j] E Eli,j ES} 
•EE(S) 

z. 2! 0 

We define two ( efficient) spanning trees to be adja.cent if they have n - 2 edges in common. This 
definition corresponds exactly to the adjacency of efficient basic solutions defined above. We 
will now formally introduce the efficiency graph corresponding to a spanning tree problem and a 
shortest path problem. 

Definition 1 Let G = (V, E) with edge costs c1 , ••• , cQ : E - E 6e a given graph. The efficiency 
graph cgT ( G) for the spanning tree pro6lem on G is defined as /ollows: Its node set is the set of 
efficient spanning trees of G. Two nodes are joined 6y an edge i/ the corresponding spanning trees 
are adjacent. Analogousl11 the efficienc11 graph cgP(•,•>(G) for the shortest path problem on G with 
end nodes s and t is defined: Its node set is the set of efficient paths from s to t. Two nodes are 
joined by an edge i/ the corresponding paths are adjacent, where adjacenc11 is defined as in Section 
e.1. 

The question now is: Is the graph defined by adja.cency of efficient spanning trees connected? 

2.3 A Common Counterexample 

Theorem 4 cgT ( G) and cgP(•,•>c G) are not connected in general. 

The proof is provided by Example 1 and Lemma 1. 

Example 1 Consider the graph G1 = (V, E) given in Figure 1. There are 1B efficient spanning 
trees of G1, listed in Table 1. Obviousl11 each efficient spanning tree contains all edges with cost 
(0, 0). Therefore in Table 1 we o.nl11 list edges with positive costs. 

Figure 1: Graph G1 has nonadjacent efficient spanning trees 
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Efficient Tree Edgea 

•13, •2 •22, 13 131, 14 

(113, 12)(1221 83](833, 84) 
[813, 82)(823, 13](131, 14] 
[813, •2)[123, 13](133, 14] 
[113, •2][•21, 13](133, 14] 
[au, 82](123, 13](833, B4] 
[au, s2][821, 13](133, s4] 
[812 1 82](822 1 83](831,14] 
[s13, •2](123, 83](831, 14] 
[ 813, 82]( •21, 13]( B31, 84] 
[au, •2](123, 83](831, 14] 
[8u, s2][s21, 83](131 1 84) 

Coat 

1,!8) 
(H,f-1) 
(8,ef} 
(9,18} 
(Je,17) 
{17,16} 
(H0,15) 
(17,1~} 
(18,9) 
{91,8} 
(96, 7) 
(99,6) 

Table 1: Efficient apanning treea of G1 

lt is easy to aee that Ta ia not adjacent to any other efficient apanning tree. 

We will now look at the problem of finding efficient patha from 81 to 84 in the same graph of 
Figure 1. Clearly if egP<• 1 ·••>(G1) is not connected the same holde in the directed case: G1 can 
be directed by just orienting each arc from left to right in Figure 1. Lemma 1 then provides the 
counterexample to Theorem 2. 

Lemma 1 In Example 1, EQP(•i,••>(G) and egT (G) are isomorphic. 

Proof: 
Every tree T, E V(EQT (G)) must contain exactly one of the edges [s;1, B;+1]. [s;2, B;+1]. [s;a, B;+1] 
for each j = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Analogously every path P, E V(EgP(•i.••>(G)) contains exactly 
one of these three edges for each j = 1,2,3. Now let f: V(EQT(G))-+ V(EgP(•i,••>(G)) be 
defined by /(Ti) = Pi if and only if Vj, k = 1, 2, 3 [s;i, •;+1] E 7i => [8;1: 1 8;+1] E P,. lt is easy 
to see that f is bijective. Thus it remaina to check whether 7i is adjacent to T; in egT ( G) if 
and only if /(Ti) is adjacent to /(T;) in egP<• 1

••
4 >(G). If 7} is adjacent to T; in EQT(G) by the 

definition of adjacency of patha it follows immediately that /(7') is adjacent to f(T; ). On the 
other hand, if Ti is not adjacent to T; then /(7') and /(T;) differ in at least two of the three 
subpatha (s1, 82), (•2, B3) and (83, B4). Thus there can't exist two spanning trees T1 and T2 with 
/(T1) C Ti, /(T2) C T2 and T1, T2 being adjacent, i.e. having 11 edges in common. 

0 

2.4 Generalization 

We will now generalize Example 1: Starting from any graph G it is poeaible to construct a graph 
G containing G as a subgraph sucht that cgT ( G) is not connected. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and c : E -+ .R~ the cost-function on the edges. Some definitions are 
needed. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case Q = 2. Note that the results also hold for 
Q> 2. 

Definition 2 1. A spanning tree T• of G S. an utremal efficient apanning tree i/ there exist 
A > 0 such that T• E argmin {EaeE(T) Ac1(e) + (1 - ~)c2(e)IT is spanning tree of G}. 

e. A spanning tree T o/ G is a lexicographic minimal spanning tree w. r. t. ( c1 , c2 ) i/ there exists 
no other tree T' such that (c1(T'), c2(T')) <L (c1(T), c2 (T)) where <L denotes the "lexico
graphical smaller" relation on R 2 • The set of all such trees is denoted by 1i.. Analogously T 
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i.t le%icographically minimal w. r. t. ( c2 , c1) i/ there ia no tree T' auch that ( c2 (T'), c1 (T')) <L 
(c2(T), c1{T)) . Theae treea are denoted 6y T2. 

9. Let Ti, T2 6e apanning treea o/ G. Ti dominatea T2 i/ Ci(T1) :5 Ci(T2), i = 1, 2 with strict 
inequality in at leaat one caae. 

,/. For a graph G and v E V(G) let da(v) denote the degree of v, i.e. the num6er of edges 
incident to v. Let v• C V. Then 6v·(G) := min 11 ev\v• da(v) denote1 the minimal degree 
of node1 not in v·. 

Notice that despite Theorem 4 it is known that the set of extremal efficient spanning trees is 
connected in the sense of adjacency, see (3). 
In the following we will construct a gra~h G' containing G as a subgraph such that, in the 
corresponding efficiency graph, 6r1ur2 (EQ {G')) < 6r1ur2 (E{IT(G)). 
Let Ti, ... , Tm be the set of efficient spanning trees of G. Furthermore let Tt E {T1, ... , Tm} \ 
(1i. U 12) such that degr(a)(Tt) = 6r1ur2 (EQT(G)). We denote the costs of 11 by (a,, b1) and 
will use (at, 6t) = {z, JI) for easier distinction. We assume that the numbering of efficient trees 
is such that the costs are ordered lexicographically, i.e. ai :5 ... :5 z :5 ... :5 a1 :5 ... am and 
61 ~ ... ~ 71 ~ •.• ~ b1 ~ ••• ~ 6m. Furthermore let Ti E {TH1 1 ••• , Tm} such that Tt and Ti are 
connected by an edge in EQT(G). 
We distinguish two cases and extend Gin two different ways: 

Extension 1: 
First let us assume that there exist n E N and 0 < f < min{ z - ai, a1 - z} such that 

z > 
1 n -1 
-a1 + --(a1 + e) 
n n 
1 n-1 
-b1 + --(b1 + t) 
n n 11 > 

(1) 

(2) 

Then G' = (V( G) U { v'} U { vo, ... , Vn}, E( G) U {[v, vo), ... , [v, Vn]} U {[vo, v'), ... , [vn, v']) (where 
v is an arbitrary node of V(G)). 
Let C = -(n - 1)(71- 61 - e) and assign the following costs to the additional edges: 

c(v, v1) = {O, O); i E {1, .. „ n} 
c(vo,v') = (a1-z-e,C+61-b1+t) 

c(v,, v') = ((i - l){z - ai - e), C + (i - 1)(71- 61 - e)); i E {1„ .. ,n} 

Proof: . 
lt is obvious that any efficient spanning tree of G' must contain exactly one edge [v,, v'] and all 
of the edges [11, v1] together with an efficient apanning tree of G. Therefore we consider the set 
{11; li E {0, ... , n},j E {1, .. „ m}} of spanning trees, where E(li;) = E(T;) U [v,, v'] U {[11 1 111Jll = 
o, ... ,n}. 
Below we list their costs: 

c(Toi) = {2a1 - z - e, C + 2b1 - b1 + e) 

c(To1) = (a1 - e, C + 11+61 - 61 + e) 

c(To1) = (a1 + a1 - z - e, C + 61 + e) 

c(Tom) = (a1 +am - z - f 1 C + bi + bm - 61 + t) 

c(Tu) = (a1 1 C + 61) 
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c{Ta) = (:c, c + 11) 
c(Tu) = (a1,C +61) 

c{T1m) = {0m,C+ 6m) 

c(T21) = (:c - f, c + 11- f) 
c(Tu) = (:c + (:c - a1 - f), C + 11 + (11- 61 - f)) 
c(T21) = (a1 + (:c - a1 - f), C + 61 + (11- 61 - f)) 

c(T2m) = (Gm+ (:c - a1 - f), C + 6m + (11- 61 - f)) 

c(Tni) = (a1 + (n - l)(:c - a1 - f), C + 61 + (n - 1)(11- 61 - f)) 
c(Tn1o) = (:c + (n - l)(:c - a1 - f), C +II+ (n - 1)(11- 61 - f)) 
c(Tn1) = (a1 + (n - l){:c - a1 - f), C + 61 + (n - 1)(11- 61 - f)} 

c(Tnm) = (Gm+ (n - l)(:c - a1 - f), C + 6m + {n - 1)(11- 61 - f)) 

We omitted all trees T,J,i E {3, ... ,n-1},j '/. {1,k,l,m}. Then we observe that (1' 1 J,'.li2 ,;] E 
E(E{IT(G')) for i1,i2 E {O, ... ,n},j E {1, ... ,m} if i1 '# i2 and that ['.liJu'.liJ,] E E(E{IT(G')) if 
[T;1 ,T;2 ] E E(E{IT(G). lt is easy to see that 

• '.li1o is dominated by '.li+1,1, i E {1, ... , n - 1} 

• Tn1o is dominated by Tu due to (1) and (2) 

• Ta1o is efficient, since f < :c - a1 

• Ta1 is dominated by Tu since f < :c - a1 

lt follows that Ta1o is not connected to any 7i1o, i E { 1, ... , n} and thus there are only edges 
[Ta1o, Ta;] in E{IT(G') if [T1o, T;J E E(E{IT(G)) and Ta; is efficient. Therefore deQT(G')(Ta1o) is at 
least one lese than deQT(G)(T1o). 
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Extension H: 
In the second case we consider the situation that (1) and (2) do not hold. Then let G• = 
(V(G) U { v•, v1, v2}, E(G) U {[v, v1], [v, v2], [v1, v•J, [v2, v•]}) where v is an arbitrary node of V( G). 
We assign the following costs to the additional edges: 

c(v,v,) = (0,0); i=l,2 
c( t11, t1 •) = ( 0, ß) 
c{t12 1 t1•) = (a1-a1-6,0) 

where ß ?: ma.x{ ~+0~:!01 -I, 61 - 61} and 6 > O is sufficiently small. Then we can argue as before 
that all efficient sp~g trees of o• must be contained in {'.li; li E {1, 2},j E {1, ... m}} where 
E('.li;) = E(T;) U {[v, v1], [v, v2], [v,, v•)}. The costs of these trees are listed below: 

c(Ta) = (:c, II+ ß) c(Tu) = (:c + a1 - a1 - 6, y) 

c(Tu) = (a1, 61 + ß) c(T21) = (2a1 - a1 - 6, 61) 

c{T1m) ={Gm, 6m + ß) 
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We observe that: 

• By the choice of /3, Tu is dominated by T21 

• Tu and Tu are efficient. 

Then if Tn is dominated by eome other efficient spanning tree of a• we have the same result as 
in the first case: degT(G•)(Tu) is at least one lese than the degT(G)(Tk)· Otherwise we consider 
the edge [Tu, Tn] and check conditions (1) and (2): 

z > 1 n-1 
-(z + (a1 - a1 - 6)) + --(a1 + ') 
n n 

#n > z + a1 - 2a1 - 6 - ' 
z - a1 - t 

1 n-1 
'J+/3 > -'J+--(b1+.8+() 

n n 
# ß > (n - l)(b1 - 'J + t) 

H we choose n = L ~+0!:!~!..~l-t J + 1 and t > 0 email enough, conditions (1) and (2) hold. Hence 
after appropriate renumbering of the efficient trees we have exactly the situation of the first case 
with Tu in the place of Tk anci T2k in the place of Ti. 

Analogously to Example 1 Extension 1 and Extension 2 can be easily transfered to the shortest 
path problem by replacing "spanning tree" by "• - v-path" and T by P in Definition 2 and in 
Extension 1 and 2. Then Lemma 2 can be reformulated as follows: 

Lemma 3 If conditiona (1) and (e) hold, then c5„
1
u„

2
(CgP{•,v')(G')) < c5„1 u„2 (CgP{•,v)(G)). 

Theorem 5 For a given graph G = (V, E) and costs c1, ••• , cQ : E -+ IR+ there exists a graph 
GT and costa c1, •.• , cQ : E( GT) -+ R+ containing G aa a aubgraph such that cgT ( GT) is not 
connected. 
Analogoualr for a give" graph G = (V, E), verticea •, t1 E V(G) and coats c1 , ..• , cQ : E -+ lR+ 
there exists a graph G p and costa c1 , ••• , cQ : E( G p) -+ 1f4 containing G as a subgraph such that 
cgP(•,ii)(Gp) ia not connected. 

Proof: 
We apply Extension 1 and, if necessary, Extension 2 iteratively. By Lemma 2 (Lemma 3) it 
is clear that c5r

1
ur

2
(C<;T(G')) (0,,

1
u„

2
(C<;P(•,v')(G'))) decreases at least in every second step. 

After finitely many 1teps we have constructed a graph G such that C<;T(G) (C<;P(•,ii)(Ö)) is 
disconnected. 
lt should be noted t'hat after application of Extension 1 or 2 Tok is still not lexicographically 
minimal, i.e. not contained in 71U72. The ordering of the spanning trees is without loss gener
ality, since it is alwaya p088ible to interchange the firat and the second cost function. Thus the 
asaumptions of Extensions 1 and 2 are still fulfilled after each iteration. 
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3 Conclusions 

First let us note tbat ahortest path and spanning tree problema are not the only dicrete multiple 
criteria problema for which the set of efficient solutions is not connected in general. The method 
described in Section 2.4 can also be applied to construct examples ofnonconnected efficiency graphs 
for multiple criteria matroid optimization problema, where the matroid is either a partition or a 
transversal matroid. 
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Despite the negative reaulta of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we remark that according to our ex
perience a diaconnected graph &gT ( G) appeara only very rarely. We carried out computational 
tests together with M. Lind from Aarhua Univeraity, Denmark [7]. He implemented a program for 
finding efficient spanning trees based on the connectedneas hypothesis. The approach is as follows: 
First all extremal efficient spanning trees are found. Then a neighbourhood search is used to find 
non-extremal efficient spanning trees. 
A total of 50 randomly generated graphs with 10 to 50 nodes were tested and no example of a 
disconnected efficiency graph wu found. In these teste we compared the efficient solutions found 
under the hypothesis of connectednese were compared to all efficient solutions calculated by an 
enumeration approach. 
Therefore we conclude that, although the efficiency graph is not connected in general, a procedure 
based on connectednesa hypothesis yields a very good approximation of the set of efficient spanning 
trees. In many C&8el all efficient 1panning trees will be found and in many others only few will be 
missing. On the other band the approach implemented in [7] is much faster than an enumeration 
approach to find all efficient 10lution.1. Running times were a within minutes of CPU-time even for 
larger graphs of 50 nodea, whereaa for some graphs with 50 nodes and even for very dense graphs 
with 20 nodes we were not able to find the set of all efficient spanning trees within 10 hours of 
computing time. 
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